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David Bern, W2LNX,  
and Keith Elkin, KB3TCB
In the January 2012 video of the ARRL 
Atlantic Division training webinar, Ama-
teur Radio in the Next 25 Years, Ed Hare, 
W1RFI, of the ARRL Laboratory, pre-
dicted that a nationwide Amateur Radio 
digital backbone network will emerge 
within the next 25 years.1 This motivated 
me to think about and plan to build with 
fellow radio amateurs, a national Ama-
teur Radio high-speed wireless network. 
About the same time, I learned about the 
availability of the Doodle Labs 420 MHz  
high-speed miniPCI data radios for Ama-
teur Radio.2 I purchased several of these 
data radios for members of my local club, 
the Montgomery Amateur Radio Club 
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(www.marcclub.org), to experiment with. 

In addition, we experimented with wire-
less mesh networking on 2.4 GHz, using 
Linksys WRT54GL Wi-Fi routers (www.
linksys.com) that we reprogrammed with 
Broadband-Hamnet™ firmware (www.
broadband-hamnet.org). At the 2012 
Digital Communications Conference 
(DCC), I presented results of our ex-
perimentation with the Doodle Labs data 
radios.3 Keith Elkin, KB3TCB, contacted 
me after watching the HamRadioNow 
video of the 2012 DCC presentation.4 
In early 2014, we decided to collaborate 
on establishing a high-speed network 
link between locations in Frederick and 
Montgomery counties in Maryland. Bill 
Kisse, W3MSH, also contacted me after 

watching that HamRadioNow video. We 
looked at the ARRL band plan (www.
arrl.org/band-plan) and discovered that 
the 3.3 GHz to 3.5 GHz Amateur Radio 
frequency allocation is not shared with 
unlicensed users, unlike the 2.4 GHz and 
5 GHz bands. 

Wireless Networking Hardware
The question arose — was there any com-
mercial off the shelf wireless networking 
equipment that we can use? We discovered 
that Ubiquiti Networks, Inc (www.ubnt.
com/airmax) manufactures and sells the 
airMAX® family of wireless commu-
nications products for use at 900 MHz, 
2.4 GHz, 3.4 GHz, 3.65 GHz, and 5 GHz. 
We also learned that airMAX equipment 
on different frequencies running the 

Figure 2 — A remotely controlled IP video camera can be connected 
to a network relay station using an Ethernet cable.

Figure 1 — This data radio station consists of a GXP1105 IP phone 
 connected to a NanoStation M3 station by an Ethernet cable.
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Figure 3 — The main airOS web page of this NanoStation M3 station shows it config-
ured as a wireless bridge.

Figure 4 — A demonstration network consisting of two 3.4 GHz wireless links.

airOS® router software can interoperate 
over an Ethernet connection.5 I wanted 
to purchase airMAX NanoStation M3, 
NanoBridge M3, and Rocket M3 equip-
ment in the 3.4 GHz to 3.5 GHz Amateur 
Radio band.6 The challenge was finding 
one or more Ubiquiti dealers willing to 
sell to US radio amateurs, since the M3 
products are for foreign export. I was able 
to purchase M3 equipment from Streak-
wave Wireless Inc (www.streakwave.
com/product-ubiquiti.asp) after proving 
that I am a licensed US radio amateur and 
that US radio amateurs do indeed have a 
frequency allocation at 3.4 GHz. 

We then realized the possibility of buying 
and using commercial wireless network-
ing equipment for use on Amateur Radio 
frequencies. More importantly, we real-
ized just about everything that we learned 
about consumer IEEE 802.11TM wireless 
networking has now become a part of 
Amateur Radio. This is a big idea.

The free book Wireless Networking in the 
Developing World (www.wndw.net) was 
another source of inspiration. We discov-
ered that there are many volunteers, not 
necessarily radio amateurs, all over the 
world who are actively installing high-
speed wireless networks using inexpensive 
equipment. The book begins with the 
basics of radio science and then introduces 
basic networking. It then serves as a practi-
cal guide on installation and deployment 
of wireless networking equipment, with 
useful appendices and references. Much 
of this book applies directly to what radio 
amateurs are trying to accomplish.

A Demonstration 3.4 GHz  
Wireless Network
We set up a demonstration network at the 
2014 ARRL National Centennial Conven-
tion with two wireless links using four 
Ubiquiti NanoStation M3 data radios, two 
Grandstream GXP1105 IP phones (see 
Figure 1), one Foscam FI8910W IP cam-
era (see Figure 2), and two laptop comput-
ers. The GXP1105 IP phone is connected 
directly to the secondary Ethernet port 
of the NanoStation M3 with an Ethernet 
cable. A 24 V power over Ethernet (POE) 
device powers the NanoStation M3 over 
another Ethernet cable. A laptop computer 
connects to the NanoStation M3 through 
the POE device with an Ethernet cable. 
The GXP1105 is powered by a 5 V, 0.5 A 
power supply. Both GXP1105 IP phones 

are configured with a unique IP address. 
One IP phone can call the other IP phone 
by dialing its IP address if they are both on 
the same network. 

Figure 3 shows NanoStation M3 device 
configured as a bridge at the network layer 
by setting Network Mode to Bridge. This 
sets both Ethernet ports and the wireless 
interface to the same MAC address and the 
same IP address. A packet that appears on 
an interface will appear nearly simultane-
ously on the other two interfaces. This is 
necessary for establishing a wireless data 
link between two NanoStation M3 de-
vices. A NanoStation M3 is configured as 
a “station” (Wireless Mode set to STATION) 
so it can connect to another NanoStation 
M3 configured as an access point (Wire-
less Mode set to ACCESS POINT). Ubi-
quiti uses the term “station” to indicate a 

wireless client that connects to a wireless 
access point. A point-to-point wireless 
link can be established using a Station and 
Access Point NanoStation M3 data radio 
pair. The wireless link acts as a wireless 
Ethernet cable — any data that enters an 
Ethernet port on one NanoStation M3 
device will appear on an Ethernet port of 
the other device. Also, a NanoStation M3 
provides an LED that turns red when a 
link is established and three multicolored 
LEDs that indicate signal strength.

The demonstration wireless network in 
Figure 4 shows two wireless data links. 
Each NanoStation M3 in the network is 
assigned its own static IP address. The first 
link communicates at 3400 MHz and the 
second link is configured to communicate 
at 3450 MHz. The secondary Ethernet 
port of the second NanoStation M3 is con-
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Figure 6 — Two back-to-back NanoStation M3 
stations connected by an Ethernet cable func-
tion as a wireless network relay station. The 
blue box at the bottom monitors voltage and 
current. 

Figure 5 — The airOS device tool displays the device names with call signs and IP 
addresses of every data radio on the network.

nected with an Ethernet cable to the main 
Ethernet port of the third NanoStation 
M3. These two NanoStation M3 devices 
form a network relay station. Functionally, 
a network relay station is the same as a 
human-operated relay station, reminiscent 
of the original mission of the American 
Radio Relay League as founded over 100 
years ago, except that today it is automatic, 
smaller, uses less power, operates at much 
higher frequencies, is more reliable, and 
is less expensive. It is truly a relay station, 
because all traffic is exchanged between 
the two wireless links.

Figure 5 shows another view of the dem-
onstration network. Select the DISCOVERY 
tool from the TOOLS drop-down menu list 
shown next to the airOS logo in Figure 3. 
The tool provides the DEVICE NAME and 
the IP address of every airMAX data radio 
station device on the network connected 
with a wireless link or by an Ethernet 
cable. In addition to the airOS DISCOVERY 
tool, Ubiquiti provides a standalone device 
discovery tool that is available for down-
load (www.ubnt.com/download). A data 
radio station on the network can identify 
itself by setting its Amateur Radio call 
sign in the DEVICE NAME. In this example, 
the DEVICE NAME includes the call sign 
“W2LNX.”

More importantly, every station on the 
network can advertise its IP address. This 
provides the opportunity for a data radio 
station on a wireless network to select a 
unique IP address. We developed a simple 
scheme that encodes the latitude and lon-
gitude of a station within the contiguous 
48 US States into a unique IP address 
for stations at least 4.8 km (3.0 miles) 
apart.7 This is valuable because it allows 
independent stations to announce their IP 
addresses without the need for a central 

source on the network to assign them their 
IP addresses. This satisfies the distributed 
network design requirement of avoiding 
single points of failure.

Figure 6 shows two NanoStation M3 de-
vices of the network relay station mounted 
back to back and connected with an 
Ethernet cable. There is no radio interfer-
ence between them since they operate on 
frequencies 50 MHz apart. Optionally, an 
IP camera (see Figure 2) can be mounted 
on top of the network relay station and can 
be connected with an Ethernet cable to 
the secondary Ethernet port of the second 
 NanoStation M3 device.

We discovered that a NanoStation M3 data 
radio can be conveniently powered by a 13 
to 14 V power source using an inexpen-
sive Tycon passive power over Ethernet 
(POE) device drawing about 0.5 A.8 The 
first  NanoStation M3 of the relay station 
 powered by the power source connected 
to an inexpensive wattmeter that allows 
us to monitor the voltage level of a 12 V 
AGM lead acid battery and the consumed 
energy in ampere-hours.9 We do not allow 
the voltage of a fully charged battery to 
drop below 12 V, and we do not consume 
more than half the ampere-hour rating of 
the battery. Two NanoStation M3 devices 
together (Figure 6) draw about 1 A. So an 
18 Ah battery can provide about 8 hours 
of continuous operation. The network con-
nection Ethernet cable between the two 
NanoStation M3 devices also provides 
POE power from the first to the second 
NanoStation M3 device.

Continuing Work
Many popular Amateur Radio applications 
currently running on the Internet can run 
on this high-speed wireless network. Our 
intention is not to replace the Internet with 

an Amateur Radio wireless network, but to 
extend the reach to the Internet on a selec-
tive basis. For example, the purpose of 
the Winlink e-mail system is to exchange  
e-mail over Amateur Radio with the Inter-
net e-mail system.10 Currently, e-mail sent 
over Winlink requires a direct radio link 
between the Winlink user on HF or VHF to 
connect to a distant Winlink server on the 
Internet. By placing local Winlink servers 
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on the Amateur Radio wireless network, 
users can have additional access to the 
Winlink system.

Today, radio amateurs are building high-
speed Amateur Radio wireless backbone 
networks all over the country using 
2.4 GHz, 3.4 GHz, 5 GHz, and 900 MHz 
commercial wireless networking equip-
ment. Some examples are listed in Table 1. 

Ultimately, Amateur Radio users will want 
to connect over the high-speed Amateur 
Radio wireless backbone network. But 
not all users will have direct access to the 
high-speed backbone network. They will 
require radios in the 70 centimeter band 
that operate at slower speeds. New UHF 
data radio products are currently being 
developed such as in Table 2.

Building a nationwide Amateur Radio 
wireless network is a huge undertaking 
that requires many radio amateurs, groups, 
and clubs to collaborate and cooperate 
with each other. A project this size is not 
so daunting if it is organized into smaller 
projects.

Building a high-speed  
backbone network
Two groups of radio amateurs in neigh-
boring communities can collaborate to 
create a high-speed wireless backbone 
link between their communities using 
high-speed wireless equipment in the 
microwave range. A pair of inexpensive 
Rocket M3 digital radios and their reflec-

Table 1
Amateur Radio Wireless Networks
Network Information

Broadband-Hamnet HSMM-MESH network www.broadband-hamnet.org/
British Columbia Wireless Amateur  
  Radio Network www.bcwarn.net
Seattle Area HamWAN network https://www.hamwan.org/t/
Baltimore Radio Amateur Television  
  Society 5 GHz network bratsatv.org/repeaters
Additional Amateur Radio computer  
  compatible networks www.maipn.com 

Table 2
User Radios for Use Over Amateur Radio Wireless Networks
Transceivers Information

UDRX-440 Universal digital radio nwdigitalradio.com/ 
CS7000 UHF data radio www.connectsystems.com/products/top/ 
 radios%20CS7000.htm 
Whitebox handheld SDR data radio radio.testa.co

tor dishes (see Figure 7) can provide a 
point-to-point link of at least 30 km (18.6 
miles) according to Ubiquiti. The capabil-
ity of this equipment is demonstrated by a 
88 km (55 mile) 5 GHz link installed by 
Keith Elkin, KB3TCB, and Richard Hay-
man, WN3R. The link connects Gambrill 
Mountain, Maryland to the Red Lion, 
Pennsylvania network relay site of the 
Central Pennsylvania IP Network. Several 
point-to-multipoint wireless links can be 
established by using a Rocket M3 data 
radio configured as an access point along 
with a Ubiquiti 3.4 GHz 120 degree sector 
antenna (see Figure 8).

A station on the backbone network must be 
“confident” that network traffic originat-
ing from a neighboring backbone station 
can be trusted as coming from that neigh-
bor and not from a bogus station. Like-
wise, only radio amateur users should be 
allowed access to the backbone network. 
Heikki “Hessu” Hannikainen, OH7LZB, 
discusses authentication protocols and use 
of ARRL Logbook of The World (LoTW) 
digital authentication certificates in his 
presentation at the 2013 Digital Commu-
nications Conference.11 Network manage-
ment software with authentication services 
will need to be provided.

Building local community  
wireless networks
Local radio amateur groups will need to 
build local area wireless networks at lower 
UHF frequencies to gain access to a high-

speed station on the backbone network. In 
addition to purchasing new UHF digital 
radios as mentioned above, what can we 
do with existing radio equipment that 
radio amateurs already own? For example, 
what can we do with the “9600 bps data 
ports” that are behind many VHF and 
UHF  radios?12 Can an inexpensive GMSK  
9600 bps TNC be developed that can plug 
into these radios? The humble 1200 bps 
TNC many radio amateurs own can be 
used for low bit-rate text messaging on the 
wireless network. 

Text messaging over cell phones and in-
stant messaging over the Internet are prob-
ably the most popular form of personal 
wireless communications in the world 
today. What can we do with the robust data 
modes available in the Fldigi (and other) 
digital modem software programs for use 
in the VHF and UHF bands?13

Developing network applications
Internet applications such as text mes-
saging, file transfer, VOIP (Voice Over 
Internet Protocol), e-mail, web services, 
and popular Amateur Radio Internet ap-
plications can run on the Amateur Radio 
wireless network. Such applications in-
clude Winlink, the APRS real-time tactical 
digital communication system, and the 
Echolink® voice system.14, 15 APRS text 
messaging can be supported by running 
an APRS to an Internet gateway program 
on the wireless network. Digital links be-
tween D-STAR® repeaters or between a 
D-STAR repeater and its remote D-STAR 
“hotspots” can also run on the wireless 
network. Can these applications be made 
to run without depending on the Internet 
to provide communication among users 
on the Amateur Radio wireless network? 
Even audio from remote receive sites of 
analog FM repeaters can be transmitted 
back to the main repeater site over the 
Amateur Radio wireless network. Inex-
pensive computers, such as a Raspberry Pi 
2 (now just $35), could be used to run such 
applications. It is up to the imagination and 
initiative of individual hams and groups of 
hams to migrate existing applications to the 
network and to develop new ones.

Testing and evaluating wireless 
networking equipment
We plan to continue testing Ubiquiti 
airMAX equipment to compare the link 
characteristics at 900 MHz, 3.4 GHz, and 
5 GHz. We also plan to test and evaluate 
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the new UHF data radio products as they 
become available. We will share our re-
sults with the Amateur Radio community. 
Please see www.maipn.com for the latest 
information about additions to the high-
speed wireless network. 
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